Robert Bosch GmbH

PSR & PSB 18 LI-2
Ergonomic

Superb ergonomics, compact design and a powerful motor for tireless screw-driving and drilling work –
that is what distinguishes these new Ergonomic tools. Find out more in our web special.
A unique ergonomic shape that has been awarded the AGR (German Healthy Back Campaign) seal of
excellenceMore compact design and more lightweight than previous modelsPowerful and precise drilling
and screw-driving thanks to the impressive EC motor
Superb ergonomics
With the new PSR 18 LI-2 Ergonomic cordless drill driver and the new PSB 18 LI-2 Ergonomic cordless
combi drill, DIY enthusiasts have every project perfectly under control. The unique and ergonomic
design ensures that the tools are always easy and comfortable to handle. The tools are 20 per cent more
compact and 10 per cent lighter than the previous models, meaning that they achieve maximum precision
without any additional effort. The second handle and the high holding position also mean that challenging
screw-driving and drilling work can be carried out ergonomically and without tiring. The AGR seal of
excellence also confirms this – this was awarded by the independent test commission from the "Aktion
Gesunder Rücken (AGR)" association (German Healthy Back Campaign) to the Ergonomic tools for their
design, which was proven to help prevent and ease back pain.
Improved performance
The PSR and PSB LI-2 Ergonomic are the first Bosch tools for DIY enthusiasts that come with a
brushless EC motor. This motor delivers increased power, works more energy-efficiently and, thanks
to the frictionless rotation, has a longer service life than conventional DC motors. Other functions, such
as the optimised smooth torque and the kickback control for controlled work, also ensure increased
performance. It goes without saying that the new Ergonomic tools are equipped with the Syneon Chip,
and therefore always deliver optimum power and maximum durability.
Drill driver or combi drill?
The Ergonomic series is available as the PSR 18 LI-2 Ergonomic cordless drill driver and as the PSB 18
LI-2 Ergonomic cordless combi drill. The PSR is ideally suited to working with softer materials such as
wood. In contrast, the PSB is the right choice when drilling and screw-driving in solid stone. Both tools
come with the latest 2.5 h lithium-ion battery, which has 20 per cent more energy. These can be charged
to 80 per cent in 45 minutes and fully charged in 60 minutes using the new Bosch AL 1830 CV rapid
charger.

